Single-Tooth Treatment Packages

Surgical Components

- **Prosthetic Guide**
  Stent designed to convey the ideal position of the implant from a prosthetic perspective

- **Surgical Drills**
  New drills ensure maximum cutting efficiency for each case

- **Inclusive Tapered Implant**
  High-quality titanium alloy with proven RBM surface treatment for reliable root replacement

BioTemps® Tissue Contouring Solution

- **Custom Healing Abutment**
  Features patient-specific contours to train soft tissue during healing phase

- **Custom Temporary Abutment**
  Features patient-specific contours to train soft tissue and support provisional restoration during healing phase

- **Custom Provisional Crown**
  A natural-looking temporary to serve the patient at any stage of implant treatment

- **Custom Impression Coping**
  Patient-specific contours help convey the precise gingival architecture to the laboratory

Final Prosthetic Components

- **Inclusive Custom Abutment**
  Features patient-specific contours for optimal emergence profile and support of restoration, available in titanium or zirconia

- **BruxZir® Solid Zirconia (or IPS e.max®) Crown**
  Monolithic restoration provides an ideal blend of functional strength and toothlike esthetics